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Extend Your Investment
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Extend Your Investment
Factory Quality
Don’t settle for just any regrind. At Guhring, your tools are reconditioned in
Guhring owned and operated facilities, not a facility that is an “authorized”
shop like most manufacturers advertise. Don’t be fooled by manufacturers
who don’t operate their own reconditioning facilities. You can trust
Guhring.
In-House Coatings
Guhring reconditioning centers are equipped with state-of-the-art PVD
coating chambers. This ensures that your reconditioned tools are properly
cleaned before coating and have the highest quality coating re-applied
after grinding. Your tools also receive the original Guhring proprietary
coatings like FIREX®, nano-A™, nano-SI™, Super-A™ and MolyGlide®
and not a knock-off coating. Not all PVD coatings are the same.

This end mill arrived with heavy chipping on the flute end (left).
Guhring Reconditioning restored a correct cutting edge (right).
The result: Greatly extended tool life and significant cost savings.

Repeatability and Traceability
Guhring reconditions your tools on Guhring designed and built CNC grinders similar to the machines that made your new tools. All Guhring
reconditioned tools are marked with a unique and traceable job number and inspected for defects prior to reconditioning for absolute quality
control. Any tools that are beyond their service life are returned to the customer when requested.
Precision Honing Process
Applying the correct hone, and controlling the size of that hone on a high
performance drill, is imperative if tool performance is to remain constant. Guhring
has stringent process and quality control on applying hones to high performance
carbide drills which ensure repeatable results today and three months from today.
You may be surprised how your current reconditioning source applies their hones,
if at all!
Handle With Care
Guhring understands that you spend good money on your carbide drills and end
mills so we provide protective plastic tote boxes for shipping your valuable tools toand-from Guhring. Enquire about receiving a free shipping tote for your next order.

Convenient shipping totes available.

Quotations Available On-Line
Receive a quotation, along with a packing slip for your tools, on-line. Visit: http://www.guhring.com/ProductsServices/ToolReconditioning/
Order size affects your price and you can use the on-line pricer to determine your most economical lot size for shipment to Guhring. You
can also request shipping totes along with your order.
Pick-up Service Available
In certain geographical areas, Guhring offers pick-up and delivery service for reconditioning. With four reconditioning centers located across
the USA, you may work in an area that is serviced by our delivery vans. If you aren’t serviced by our van route, you can ship your tools via
UPS which in most cases will be overnight at ground rates. Enquire about our van service today. Restrictions apply.
Organize Your Tooling Consumption
If you are looking for a way to better control your new tool consumption verse
refurbished tool usage, Guhring has a vending machine solution that may be
of interest. Guhring Tool Management Systems can be tailored to dispense
reconditioned tools before new tools. They can also be used to monitor
tool consumption and reconditioning cycles. Contact Guhring or your local
authorized Guhring distributor for more information about Guhring’s Tool
Management Systems.
Not Just Guhring Tools
Guhring can recondition any manufacturers’ carbide drills and end mills. You
can request to have the original manufacturers’ point on your reconditioned
tools or you can request a more economical Guhring point grind. We are happy
to serve all your carbide drill and carbide end mill reconditioning needs.

Guhring Reconditioning Facilities:
Brookfield, WI

Tel (262) 784-6730 (800) 776-6170
Fax (2620 784-9096

Huntington Beach, CA
Tel (714) 841-3582
Fax (800) 877-7202

New Hudson, MI

Tel (248) 486-3783
Fax (248) 486-0046

Bloomfield, CT

Tel (860) 216-5948
Fax (860) 518-5819

